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Abstract—The electrical material quality of multicrystalline (mc) silicon for photovoltaic applications suffers from crystal defects as well as from impurities that originate from the feedstock, the quartz crucible, and its coating. In this study, we investigate the influence of impurities from the crucible on efficiency losses in mc silicon solar cells, focusing on the limitation due to iron. The applicability of p-type mc silicon, crystallized in G1 sized crucibles of industrial material quality and very pure electrically fused silica, for a high-efficiency solar cell process is examined by measuring lifetime and interstitial iron concentration in the wafers after different processing steps and by estimating the cell efficiency potential from injection-dependent bulk lifetime measurements. Interstitial iron concentrations extracted from 2-D simulations of iron precipitation at crystal defects and gettering during processing agree well with Fe\textsubscript{p} measurements at different process stages and explain the observations. Efficiency losses are quantified to losses due to segregated impurities diffused into the silicon melt, losses due to decorated crystal defects and losses due to solid-state diffusion into the crystal. By using a high-purity crucible, losses are reduced significantly and an efficiency gain of 0.5% absolute is estimated to be attainable on wafers with edge region.

Index Terms—Defects, gettering, high-efficiency solar cells, iron, lifetime, multicrystalline silicon.

I. INTRODUCTION

S multicrystalline silicon suited for the production of high-efficiency solar cells? Although feedstock quality and crystallization processes of mc silicon have improved significantly in recent years, its electrical material quality is still limited by metal impurities and crystal defects. As the feedstock purity is typically high enough (as shown in [1], the iron concentration in the crystallized silicon stemming from the feedstock is around one order of magnitude lower than the total iron concentration in the crystal additionally accounting for diffusion of iron into the melt), the quartz crucible and the crucible coating remain the main sources for impurities. Several groups have been investigating the crucial role of crucible and coating on impurities in crystallized silicon [1]–[5]. Impurities can diffuse into the liquid silicon melt and during the crystallization be incorporated into the crystal lattice that lead to a background impurity concentration that increases toward the top of the crystal due to the very low segregation coefficients of metals. Additionally, solid-state diffusion from the crucible and its coating into the solidified part of the ingot takes place, leading to an edge region of very high impurity concentration and low bulk lifetimes. Both the background impurity concentration and the high concentration in the edge region limit the bulk lifetime, and thereby, material quality of multicrystalline silicon. As these impurities mainly stem from the crucible and its coating, improving the purity of both is one approach to reaching better electrical material quality, and thereby, higher cell efficiencies.

In this study, we investigate the influence of impurities from the crucible on solar cell efficiency losses in multicrystalline silicon. Therefore, the material quality of wafers from a block that was crystallized by directional solidification in a standard crucible is compared with the material quality of wafers from a block crystallized in a crucible of high purity. To separate the influence of the different crucible materials from other aspects that affect the material quality, the crystallizations were conducted under comparable conditions (temperature profiles, crystallization time, gas flows) in the same crucible furnace, and a comparable crucible coating as well as the same silicon feedstock was used. While in this paper, the influence of the crucible system is discussed, the impact of the coating on contamination is separated from the influence of the crucible in [1], where we show that for the high-purity crucible, the finite impurity source provided by the coating is the main source of iron diffusing into the silicon melt, while for the standard crucible, the flux of iron from the crucible dominates after the consumption of iron from the coating. Impurity concentrations in the crucibles and the coating can also be found in [1] and [6]. The material quality is analyzed by imaging the bulk lifetime and the interstitial iron concentration during the solar cell process. The limitation due to interstitial iron is evaluated and bulk limited solar cell efficiency potentials are estimated by spatially resolved injection-dependent bulk lifetime measurements. Two different cell processes are compared, a standard PERC process with a phosphorous diffusion and a high-efficiency PERC approach where an additional oxidation for front-surface passivation is applied. Finally, the role of iron is discussed by elaborating the influence of iron on different cell parameters.
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The higher concentration of 630 fA/cm² was chosen from each ingot as sketched in Fig. 1 and from a central region of the wafers (in the following referred to as “edge region”; the rest of the wafer, where no edge influence on bulk lifetime is visible, is denoted as “central region”).

Fig. 1 shows the high-temperature processing steps of the different wafers. Three 125 mm × 62.5 mm sister wafers were chosen from each ingot as sketched in Fig. 1 and from a central block height. One served as ungettered reference (“Initial”), the other two were subjected to all high-temperature steps including phosphorous diffusion of two different cell processes (“PD” and “PD+Ox”) and served as lifetime samples for cell simulations. The only difference between “PD” and “PD+Ox” is the oxidation at 840 °C, which is applied to achieve better front-surface passivation in the solar cell. For the lifetime samples, the oxide films and emitter layers were etched away prior to passivating the samples with Al₂O₃ in order to obtain lifetime samples with identically passivated surfaces. The passivation of the wafers from “PD” and “PD+Ox” was furthermore fired at a temperature of 860 °C. This ensures that all high-temperature steps of the corresponding solar cell process were applied to these wafers and the material quality corresponds to that of the final cells.

The high-temperature steps of “PD” correspond to those of a standard PERC process, while the additional oxidation in “PD+Ox” is a part of a high-efficiency PERC process with a lower front-surface recombination based on the additional oxide-passivation.

The material quality of each wafer was investigated by means of QSSPL-calibrated [7] photoluminescence imaging (PLI) [8] as described in [9] to obtain images of the minority charge carrier bulk lifetime and images of the interstitial iron concentration [10]. This also allows for imaging the relative carrier bulk lifetime limitation due to interstitial iron. For comparison, local concentrations of iron–boron pairs in as-grown wafers were measured with a conventional deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) [11] setup using the lock-in detection at Dresden University of Technology, Dresden, Germany. As DLTS-measurements are conducted in the dark, iron point defects should exist as FeB pairs, and therefore, measured FeB concentrations should be quantitatively comparable with Fe concentrations obtained from lifetime measurements. Injection–dependent QSSPL-calibrated PLI allows for an estimation of the bulk limited cell efficiency potential by the “efficiency limiting bulk recombination analysis” (ELBA) [12] (with modifications described in [13]). Based on the injection-dependent bulk lifetime images, pseudoefficiencies are calculated via PC1D models. The cell structure is a passivated emitter and rear LFC cell with a honeycomb texture. The front, emitter, and back side recombination parameters and optics for the PC1D model “PD+Ox” are taken from [14]. In [14], the model was adjusted to measurements of external and internal quantum efficiency and reflection of a honeycomb textured LFC cell that featured also the “PD+Ox” front side. The emitter saturation current density J₀ₑ calculated from Jₑ and Vₑ is 180 fA/cm² for the “PD+Ox” model. The “PD” model differs only from the “PD+Ox” model in the front and emitter recombination. These were adjusted to a J₀ₑ of 630 fA/cm² measured on honeycomb textured samples with SiNx passivated emitter without oxidation. The higher value reflects the missing oxide passivation and the missing improvements of the emitter profile during the oxidation, which is especially important for a honeycomb texture due to the large surface area. The base doping of the cell models is taken from the mc samples, 1.4 × 10¹⁶ cm⁻³ for the SQ-material and 1.7 × 10¹⁸ cm⁻³ for the HP-material. This allows for a calculation of the pseudoefficiency limit of the cells (limit due to the cell
concept neglecting series resistance losses and bulk recombination, in the following described as “cell limit”). The pseudo-efficiency limit of “PD” is 20.0% for both materials; the limit of “PD+Ox” is slightly higher for the HP wafers (21.3%) than for the SQ wafers (21.2%). This is due to the higher doping of the HP wafers, and thus, higher $V_{oc}$ values and will be taken into account when discussing the material related losses in Section III-B.

The 2-D simulations of the iron precipitation at crystal defects during the crystallization process and redistribution during further processing are performed with Sentaurus Process [15]. The comparison of simulation and measurement allows detailed analyses, and thus, a better understanding of the gettering processes. The Fe distributions before solar cell processing are taken from our experimentally verified simulations of the Fe contamination during the crystallization process [1]. For these simulations, only the measured iron concentrations in the crucible, coating, and feedstock are needed as input. In our model, for heterogeneous precipitation, iron silicide could nucleate at crystal structures that are inhomogeneously distributed in the 2-D model structure. We assume a mean grain width of 2 mm and a dislocation density of $8 \times 10^{3}$ cm$^{-2}$ as in previous simulations [16]. The Fokker–Planck equation, which is used for iron precipitates of different size [17], enables us to predict the precipitate size distributions, the growth rates, and thus, the decrease of the interstitial iron concentration [18]. For the simulation of the phosphorus diffusion, the predictive model from [19] is used. The phosphorus diffusion gettering model, based on segregation, is taken from [20].

All model parameters, like the segregation coefficient of iron for PDG [20] and the parameters that describe the precipitation at crystal defects [16], [17], [21] are taken from former model calibrations. Thus, the simulations are performed independently of the measurements, using the known temperature profiles as input parameters. For the comparison with the measurements, we averaged the simulated interstitial iron concentration in the 2-D structure excluding the emitter.

III. RESULTS

A. Defect Redistribution During the Solar Cell Process

In order to understand the role of impurities for efficiency losses in mc silicon solar cells, in a first step, the impact of high-temperature steps on the impurity distribution in the wafers has to be analyzed. This is done in detail in this section.

Images of bulk lifetime, concentration of interstitial iron, and fraction of recombination due to interstitial iron compared with the total recombination $\frac{\tau_{eff}}{\tau_{SRH}}$ are evaluated in the as-grown state, after a phosphorous diffusion and after a phosphorous diffusion followed by an additional oxidation (cf., Fig. 3). Images of carrier bulk lifetime and fraction of recombination due to Fe$_{e}$ are taken at a constant generation rate of 0.1 suns, which is estimated to correspond to an injection level close to (maximum power point) MPP-conditions in the solar cell.

1) Before High-Temperature Processing (“Initial”): A significant difference in the material quality of SQ- and HP wafers is visible prior to any gettering or high-temperature step (“initial”). The HP wafers feature significantly higher bulk lifetimes, lower concentrations of interstitial iron, and a much smaller edge region (see first row in Fig. 3).

2) After Gettering (“PD”): During the phosphorous diffusion, impurities are gettered efficiently in both materials, which leads to higher bulk lifetimes and lower Fe$_{e}$ concentrations across the whole wafers as well as to a significant reduction of the width of the edge region (see second row of Fig. 3). Because of the efficient gettering, the difference in material quality of SQ and HP wafers is smaller than in the as-cut state, but the influence of the edge region is still significant for the SQ-material.

3) After Gettering and Oxidation (“PD+Ox”): Applying an oxidation at 840 °C leads to “poisoning” [22], [23] of the bulk material in both the HP as well as the SQ wafers (see third row of Fig. 3). This high-temperature step can dissolve iron precipitates and iron-agglomerations at crystal defects, formed during the crystallization, and leads to a back-diffusion of previously gettered iron from the phosphorous layer into the silicon bulk that leads to a higher concentration of interstitial iron across the whole wafers. In addition, the edge zone becomes wider in both materials compared with “PD.” Still, after the oxidation the HP wafers feature better material quality than the SQ wafers, both in good grains as well as in the edge region of the wafers, and the edge region is much smaller.

4) Comparison with Simulations: We compare the experimentally observed effects with simulations with Sentaurus Process [15] as described in Section II. Fig. 4 shows the measured concentrations of interstitial iron in both materials, averaged in the central region (circles) and in the edge of the wafers (triangular symbols), as well as the corresponding simulated concentrations before and after the different high-temperature steps (open symbols). The simulations are in very good agreement with our measurements for values of interstitial iron concentrations above $10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$ for the SQ-material, deviations occur for the HP-material and for low concentrations of interstitial iron below $10^{10}$ cm$^{-3}$. This is due to different reasons: experimental values below $10^{10}$ cm$^{-3}$, as measured in the central region of the HP wafers after diffusion, are in the range of the detection limit and should be interpreted as upper limit for Fe$_{e}$ concentrations. As the visible edge region in the HP wafers is very small and does not reach the plateau of constant interstitial iron concentration as in the case of the SQ wafers, here experimental values were extracted from the very edge of the wafer. However, the distance from the crucible wall is not known exactly. A deviation in the distance from the crucible between measurements and simulations might explain the differing values in the edge region, as a small deviation in the distance leads to a significant deviation in the concentration of interstitial iron. Still, both measurements and simulations show the same trend, an increasing concentration of interstitial iron in the edge region after the oxidation. As a further verification for the interstitial iron concentrations determined from carrier lifetime measurements, we include in Fig. 4 values for [FeB] that are determined from DLTS in as-grown SQ wafers. Excellent agreement is found for measurements in the edge region. In the central region, the high detection limit of DLTS (4 ×
10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-3} \text{ for this sample) does not allow a quantitative comparison with iron imaging. The value determined by iron imaging is significantly lower than the DLTS detection limit (1.1 \times 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-3}).}

5) **Role of Interstitial Iron:** The role of interstitial iron as recombination channel can be evaluated by measuring the fraction of recombination due to interstitial iron compared with the total carrier recombination in the wafers. This is shown in the third and sixth column in Fig. 3. After gettering and oxidation, in the edge region, about 60%–70% of the total recombination is due to Fe\text{\textsubscript{i}} in the HP-material and even 80%–90% in the SQ-material. In the central region, recombination via Fe\text{\textsubscript{i}} is less important (15%–20% for SQ and less than 10% for HP). These results highlight the prominent role of iron as a recombination channel in multicrystalline silicon wafers, especially in crystal regions close to the crucible. As in the central region of the HP wafers, limitations are mainly due to crystal defects decorated with metal impurities, the impurity transport from the crystallization environment into the silicon bulk has to be reduced even further. This indicates that besides a high-purity crucible also a crucible coating of highest purity has to be used [1].

### B. Bulk Limited Cell Efficiency Potential

As discussed in the previous section, the additional oxidation harms the material quality of mc wafers. On the other hand, the oxidation leads to a significantly better front-surface passivation in the solar cell. Hence, for a prediction of cell performances, material limitations as well as limitations due to the cell concept have to be taken into account. This is done by an “ELBA” [12], [13], which combines measurements of spatially resolved and injection-dependent bulk lifetime with a cell-simulation based on PC1D as explained in Section II.
Modeling the open-circuit voltage $V_{oc}$, the short-circuit current $J_{sc}$, the pseudofill factor $PFF_{bulk}$ (neglecting series resistance losses, only lower than ideal fill factor due to injection-dependent bulk recombination), and the pseudoefficiency $P_{th, bulk}$ (neglecting series resistance losses) from the injection-dependent bulk lifetimes and averaging across the wafer delivers the results listed in Table I for the mc wafers. These values can be discussed more clearly by taking a look at the spatially resolved simulated pseudoefficiency $P_{th, bulk}$. Fig. 5(a) shows $P_{th, bulk}$ for the SQ wafer, while Fig. 5(b) for the HP wafer. The left half of the images refers to the cell process without oxidation, the right half to the high-efficiency cell process. Both materials benefit from the additional front-surface passivation, which leads to a strong increase in $V_{oc}$ (cf., first row in Table I) that is visible in a homogeneous increase in efficiencies in the good grains. On the other hand, the material quality suffers from the high-temperature oxidation, the efficiency potential decreases at dislocation clusters and in the edge region. This is also reflected in a slight decrease in the $PFF_{bulk}$ after the oxidation in both materials and a rather small gain in $J_{sc}$. As we will discuss in more detail in Section III-C, $PFF_{bulk}$ and $J_{sc}$ are especially influenced by low lifetime regions due to a strong injection dependence of recombination at defects like interstitial iron. This also explains why $PFF_{bulk}$ and $J_{sc}$ suffer more strongly from the degraded material quality after the oxidation than $V_{oc}$.

Now, we are able to discuss the origin of the efficiency losses after the high-temperature oxidation in detail. Therefore, we evaluated the efficiency potential in the best 1 cm $\times$ 1 cm area, which is virtually void of crystal defects in both materials. The loss compared with the cell limit can be attributed to segregated impurities remaining after processing that diffused into the liquid silicon melt before crystallization [see first (orange) part of the columns in Fig. 6]. To assess the influence of crystal defects such as dislocations and grain boundaries, in a second step, the efficiency potential in the central region (without any edge influence) is evaluated. The additional loss can then be attributed to recombination via impurities at dislocations and grain boundaries [see second (cyan) part of the columns in Fig. 6]. In a last step, by evaluating the efficiency potential of the whole wafer, also the edge region, and therefore, the efficiency loss due to impurities diffused into the crystal by solid-state diffusion is taken into account [see third (gray) part of the columns in Fig. 6].

The main losses in the SQ-material are the remaining segregated impurities that had diffused into the melt before crystallization ($-0.6\%$ abs.) and impurities diffused into the solidified crystal by solid-state diffusion visible in the large edge region (width on the wafer $\sim$25 mm; $-0.6\%$ abs.). In contrast, in the HP-material, the main losses can be attributed to recombination active crystal defects like dislocation clusters and grain boundaries ($-0.7\%$ abs.). In total, the losses sum up to $-1.7\%$ abs. in the SQ-material and $-1.2\%$ abs. in the HP-material, which lead to a significantly higher efficiency potential in the HP-material of 20.1% compared with 19.5% in the SQ-material (additional $+0.1\%$ abs. due to higher doping in HP). As the losses in the HP-material related to decorated crystal defects are even higher than in the SQ-material (HP: $-0.7\%$ abs.; SQ: $-0.5\%$ abs.), the benefit from purer crucible materials could be even stronger if the crystal quality of both materials was comparable. In this specific case, the same temperature profiles for crystallization were used for SQ and HP without optimizing the profile for the thinner HP crucible. This might be a reason for the worse crystal quality of the HP-material. In general, using a high-purity crucible should not impact the crystal quality if the temperature profiles were adapted to the thinner crucible.

As we measured concentrations of interstitial iron, we can now evaluate its impact also on the cell level. To do so, we performed the same simulations as previously mentioned with the measured concentration of interstitial iron as the only bulk lifetime limiting recombination channel (input for cell simulation: injection-dependent images of $\gamma_{BH, Fe}$). The result can be seen in Fig. 6 as the shaded fractions of the columns, which express the corresponding efficiency losses due to interstitial iron. A major part of the losses due to segregated impurities that had diffused into the melt can be attributed to interstitial iron ($\sim$40% for both materials), losses due to the edge region are even dominated by interstitial iron ($\sim$90%). In contrast, interstitial iron plays a minor role for losses due to decorated defects. However, these losses might also be attributed to iron or iron precipitates bound to crystal defects.
Fig. 5. Spatially resolved simulated cell efficiency potential ($P_{\text{η}}^{\text{bulk}}$). The left half of the images refers to the cell process without oxidation (“PD”), the right half with the additional oxidation (“PD+Ox”). (a) Standard quality crucible (b) High-purity crucible.

C. Injection-Dependent Impact of Interstitial Iron on Cell Parameters

As already shown in the previous section, interstitial iron plays a major role concerning efficiency losses in mc silicon. In the following, we want to shed more light on the injection dependence of recombination via Fe$_i$ and its meaning for the different solar cell parameters. Therefore, we analyzed injection-dependent bulk lifetimes on two different spots of the HP wafer after phosphorous diffusion and oxidation (cf., Fig. 7). Trends for the SQ wafer are the same and will, therefore, not be discussed here. Spot 1 with some good grains as well as some dislocations and grain boundaries features a medium bulk lifetime at 0.1 suns and a low to medium concentration of interstitial iron, whereas spot 2 features a high concentration of interstitial iron due to its closer position to the crucible wall. In Fig. 7, injection-dependent bulk lifetimes in the two spots (square root harmonic mean) are shown and compared with the SRH limit (including Auger recombination) due to the measured concentration of interstitial iron on the same spots. The spatially resolved Fe$_i$ concentrations were recalculated according to the SRH theory with the parameters published by Istratov et al. [24] including Auger recombination to spatially resolved and injection-dependent bulk lifetimes, which were then averaged according to a square root harmonic mean. This ensures that calculated bulk lifetimes from Fe$_i$ are averaged like the measured bulk lifetimes.

Because of the higher concentration of interstitial iron, spot 2 features a much stronger injection dependence than spot 1. The injection dependence of the Fe$_i$-limited bulk lifetime shows a very similar trend compared with the measured bulk lifetime supporting the accuracy of measurements of the interstitial iron concentration by means of FeB pairing, as this curve does not depend on the splitting and pairing of FeB pairs. A very important point has to be emphasized here: measured bulk lifetimes on spot 2 are higher than on spot 1 for generation rates above one sun (injection levels higher than $10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ in the graph), while this is not the case for lower injection due to the stronger impact of interstitial iron. This is of utmost importance for material characterization, as the injection level under MPP conditions in a solar cell made from this wafer is around $3 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^{-3}$. This means that bulk lifetimes measured at an injection level above $10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$ would lead to misleading interpretations of the material quality. Bulk lifetimes in the low injection regimes that represent MPP or $J_{sc}$ conditions are easily accessible experimentally by using the self-consistent QSSPL-calibration, while a quasi-steady-state photoconductance measurement [25] could be affected by trapping at these injection levels.

Fig. 7(d) shows the fraction of recombination due to interstitial iron (FoR$_{Fe_i}$, SRH- and Auger-recombination considered) as a function of excess carrier density. While the dependence of injection level is rather low for spot 1, the limitation due to interstitial iron is increasing strongly for lower injection levels on spot 2. This behavior is crucial for the solar cell parameters, as has also been discussed by Macdonald et al. in [26]. While the influence of interstitial iron on $V_{oc}$ is rather small (high injection level above $10^{14}$ cm$^{-3}$, FoR$_{Fe_i}$ around 30%), it affects $J_{sc}$, MPP, and the fill factor more strongly (cf., Table I) as the excess carrier density is much lower under these conditions (FoR$_{Fe_i}$ around 60%). For even lower injection levels, Fe$_i$ becomes the most dominant recombination channel (FoR$_{Fe_i}$ around 80% for an excess carrier density of $10^{12}$ cm$^{-3}$).
It has to be kept in mind that these evaluations only treat the concentration of interstitial iron. The total impact of iron will be even stronger, especially for higher injection levels, as here the role of iron precipitates becomes more important compared with interstitial iron [27]. This highlights the dominant role of iron as a recombination active impurity in multicrystalline silicon.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, we showed for G1 sized crucibles that efficiency losses in multicrystalline silicon can be reduced by crystallizing the silicon in crucibles of pure material quality (electrically fused silica). The loss in good grains due to remaining segregated impurities that had diffused into the silicon melt is reduced by around 40%. Additionally, the wider edge region in material from standard quality crucibles plays a crucial role, in our case losses due to the edge region are reduced by 85% in the material from the high-purity crucible, mainly because the size of the edge region on the wafers decreases from about 25 to 6 mm. However, as the crystal structure of the material from the standard crucible is better, losses due to decorated crystal defects are larger in the material from the high-purity crucible. This should be avoidable by applying a better crystallization process. Limitations like crystal defects decorated with metal impurities indicate that besides a high-purity crucible also a crucible coating of highest purity has to be used to reduce the impurity transport from the crystallization environment into the silicon bulk as far as possible.

In the industry, larger crucibles, e.g., G6, are used. On the basis of the experimentally validated simulations, our results on G1 blocks can be transferred directly to these ingot sizes. Our general conclusions remain valid as the major part of the wafers will still be influenced by the edge region (20 from 36 wafers in G6 are “edge wafers”) and the edge region itself even becomes wider. However, the width of the edge region in the wafers depends strongly on the fraction cut off from the entire block. Further details on the transfer to larger crucible sizes can be found in [1]. The cost difference between the standard quality and the high-purity crucible is difficult to assess, as the high-purity crucible used for this study was a custom product for laboratory experiments.

Additionally, we elaborated on the role of interstitial iron and showed that it plays a major role for losses due to segregated impurities and dominates the losses in the edge region. At crystal
defects, impurities other than interstitial iron are dominating the losses, which likely are iron precipitates or iron bound to dislocations or grain boundaries.

The strong injection dependence of recombination at interstitial iron is crucial for the solar cell parameters: while $V_{oc}$ is weakly influenced, $J_{sc}$ affects $J_{mpp}$, MPP, and the fill factor more strongly.
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